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New constitutive relations for filtered two-fluid models (TFM) of gas-particle flows are obtained by systematically filter-
ing results generated through highly resolved simulations of a kinetic theory-based TFM. It was found in our earlier
studies that the residual correlations appearing in the filtered TFM equations depended principally on the filter size and
filtered particle volume fraction. Closer inspection of a large amount of computational data gathered in this study
reveals an additional, systematic dependence of the correction to the drag coefficient on the filtered slip velocity, which
serves as a marker for the extent of subfilter-scale inhomogeneity. Furthermore, the residual correlations for the mo-
mentum fluxes in the gas and particle phases arising from the subfilter-scale fluctuations are found to be modeled nicely
using constitutive relations of the form used in large-eddy simulations of single-phase turbulent flows. VC 2013 American

Institute of Chemical Engineers AIChE J, 59: 3265-3275, 2013
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Introduction

Persistent fluctuations in particle volume fraction and the
local-average velocities of the gas and particle phases occur
in turbulent and circulating fluidized beds. These fluctuations
span a wide range of length and time scales, and so are both
difficult and expensive to resolve in simulations.1 Filtered
two-fluid model (TFM) approaches aim to resolve only the
coarse, macroscale flow structures which are usually of most
interest in practical applications. The effects of unresolved
subfilter-scale structures appear in the filtered models
through residual correlations, which must be constituted in
terms of the filtered variables.

In our earlier studies,1–6 we performed highly resolved
simulations of a kinetic theory-based TFM with Wen and Yu
drag law7 for uniformly sized particles in large periodic
domains and in channels bounded by vertical walls, and fil-
tered the results (using various filter lengths) to obtain com-
putational data on the residual correlations appearing in the
filtered TFM. These data were then used to construct closure
relationships for the filtered drag coefficient and the filtered
stresses in the particle phase. Igci et al.3 found that the
dimensionless filtered fluid-particle drag coefficient, particle-
phase pressure, and particle-phase viscosity depended princi-
pally on the dimensionless filter size and the filtered volume
fraction. With this in mind, they determined the ensemble-
average values of these filtered quantities as functions of fil-
tered particle volume fraction, for each (dimensionless) filter

size. Thus, the ensemble-average value of, say, the filtered
fluid-particle drag coefficient for a specified filter size and in
a specific window of filtered particle volume fraction was
obtained by sampling a very large number of inhomogeneous
subfilter-scale flow structures. Corrections to the drag coeffi-
cient proposed by Parmentier et al.8 are also in terms of the
filter size and the particle volume fraction, although the scal-
ing used by them to make the filter size dimensionless dif-
fered from that of Igci et al.3 The shape of the correction
function applicable to large filter sizes is very similar in both
of these studies. In both of these studies, it was assumed that
the inhomogeneous states within this sample could not be
subdivided further into different categories based on addi-
tional markers such as filtered fluid-particle slip velocity, the
filtered scalar shear of the fluid or the particle phase, and so
forth. The same assumption applies for the filtered particle-
phase pressure and viscosity models proposed by Igci et al.3

Igci and Sundaresan4 found that all the closure expressions
should be corrected in the vicinity of bounding walls and,
therefore, introduced the dimensionless distance from the
wall as an additional parameter. It should be noted that the
need to correct the drag coefficient has been recognized by
Li and coworkers much earlier (e.g., see Ref. 9–11); their
studies led to the development of energy minimization multi-
scale model, in which the filter size does not appear as a pa-
rameter. Their model may be viewed as being analogous to
the models of Igci et al.3 and Parmentier et al.8 in the limit
of large filter size.

In this study, we focus on regions away from solid boun-

daries and investigate additional markers that may be impor-

tant in further classifying the subfilter-scale structures. To

address this, we have performed a large number of simula-

tions of gas-particle flows in periodic domains and classified
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the filtered results using a variety of markers (in addition to

the filter size and the filtered particle volume fraction afore-

mentioned). The additional marker serves to classify the in-

homogeneous subfilter-scale flow structures into different

groups. Several different choices for this additional marker

were examined by classifying the subgrid-scale structures

obtained for a given filter size in terms of the filtered particle

volume fraction and the chosen second marker. The average

values of the filtered quantities in each of such two-dimen-

sional (2-D) bins were then determined and analyzed to see

if the filtered quantity manifested any systematic dependence

on the chosen second marker. This analysis revealed a sur-

prising result that the filtered drag coefficient (at a given fil-

ter size and filtered particle volume fraction) decreased with

increasing filtered slip velocity, which at first is counterintui-

tive, but can be rationalized (discussed below). These find-

ings suggest a more refined model for filtered drag

coefficient, the details of which are discussed in this article.

Igci et al.3 modeled the (dimensionless) filtered particle-
phase pressure and viscosity as functions of filtered particle
volume fraction and dimensionless filter size. It is shown in
this study that the residual correlations for the gas and parti-
cle-phases momentum fluxes arising through the subfilter-
scale fluctuations can be modeled using constitutive relations
of the form used in large-eddy simulations of single-phase
turbulent flows;12 these models involve the scalar shear rates
associated with the filtered-phase velocities.

Simulation and Filtering Procedure

As in the earlier studies by Igci et al.,3 fluidization of par-
ticles by a gas in 2-D periodic domains was simulated using
a kinetic theory-based TFM. We present below only the con-
tinuity and momentum balance equations
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Here, qs and qg denote the densities; /s and /g denote the
phase volume fractions (which add up to unity); vs and vg

are the local-average velocities appearing in the microscopic
TFM; rs and rg are the stress tensors associated with the
two phases; g is the gravitational acceleration; and bmicro is
the drag coefficient. The particle-phase stress is closed using
the kinetic theory,13–15 which requires an additional equation
for the granular temperature. The granular energy balance
equation, the constitutive models employed for the stresses,
and the Wen and Yu model for the drag coefficient used in
our simulations can be found in Table 1 of Igci et al.3 and
will not be repeated here.

The derivation of the filtered model equations and the re-
sidual correlations requiring constitutive models can be
found in Igci et al.3 and we simply summarize the results.
An overbar on top of a variable denotes the filtered value,

and primed quantities indicate difference between the local
value of a variable and the corresponding filtered quantity;
for example, /0s5/s2/s. Favre-averaged quantities are

denoted with tilde on top: ~vg5
/gvg

/g

; ~vs5
/svs

/s

. For the veloc-
ities, v0i5vi2~vi; i5g; s:

The filtered continuity and momentum balances can be
summarized as
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Here
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The above model does not consider filtered bulk viscos-
ities. Filtered scalar shear rate of the particle and gas phases
are defined as follows
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The filtered drag coefficient is defined according to

bfil ~vg2~vs

� �
5bmicro /s; jvg2vsj

� �
vg2vs

� �
2/0sr � r0g (11)

As discussed in Igci et al.,3 rs contributes very little to
the right hand side of Eq. 7 and can be neglected for filters
that are two or more orders of magnitude larger than the par-
ticle diameter (except near packed-bed conditions). Further-
more, r � rg may be approximated as rpg. Thus, the
quantities that must be constituted are bfil , pi;fil

and li;fil ; i5s; g:
All the simulations were performed using the open-do-

main, Multiphase Flow with Interphase eXchanges (MFIX)16

platform developed at the National Energy Technology Lab-
oratory. MFIX is used widely for gas-particle flow simula-
tions and has been verified extensively.16 We have used it
for all of our earlier studies as well. Details of the theory
and numerical procedure used in MFIX can be found in the
Ref. 16. Second-order accurate superbee discretization for

Table 1. Physical Properties of Gas and Solids

d Particle diameter 7.5 3 1025 m
qs Particle density 1500 kg/m3

qg Gas density 1.3 kg/m3

lg Gas viscosity 1.8 3 1025 kg/m s
ep Coefficient of restitution 0.9
vt Terminal settling velocity 0.2184 m/s
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spatial derivatives and implicit Euler method for time step-
ping were applied; these are standard options available in
MFIX. Simulations were performed in 2-D periodic domains;
periodic boundary conditions were first implemented in
MFIX as a part of the research reported by Agrawal et al.1

and are now available for any user as a standard option for
users.

Simulations were performed using fluid and particle prop-
erties listed in Table 1; these correspond to fluidization of
standard fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) particles by air (same
as in Igci et al.3). All results will be presented in dimension-
less form. All quantities of interest are rendered dimension-
less using the particle density qsð Þ, terminal settling velocity
of the particle vtð Þ, and g as characteristic density, velocity,
and acceleration, respectively. Igci et al.3 found that dimen-
sionless forms of the results obtained in this manner applied
to other particle sizes (around the nominal value shown in
Table 1). In what follows, we use capital letters and/or carets
to denote dimensionless quantities
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3
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(12)

The dimensionless slip velocity is written as
~Vslip 5j~Vg2 ~Vsj.

Simulations were started from a slightly nonuniform state
to expedite the development of inhomogeneous flow struc-
tures. After an initial transient period, the system reached a
statistical steady state with persistent temporally and spa-
tially inhomogeneous structures. We typically waited for at
least 10 cycles of fluctuations in the domain-average slip ve-
locity, with an essentially invariant mean value, before gath-
ering data for filtering analysis. Snapshots of the flow field
were collected at various times in this statistical steady state.
(see Figure 2 in Igci et al.3 for a sample snapshot.) These
computational data were then filtered using filters of differ-
ent sizes, binned in terms of the values of the markers used

to classify the subfilter-scale state, and then averaged within
each bin to obtain statistics of filtered quantities. Further
details of the procedure for this filtering operation can be
found in Igci et al.3

Results and Discussion

Filtered fluid-particle drag coefficient

Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of the fractional correction,
H, to the fluid-particle drag coefficient at various filtered par-
ticle volume fractions. The correction H is defined as
follows

H512
bfil
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� � ;

bfil 5
bmicro /s; jvg2vsj

� �
vgy2vsy

� �
2/0s

@p0g
@y

~vgy2~vsy

� �
(13)

Note that one can define the filtered drag coefficient by proc-
essing the drag force data in either the vertical or lateral direc-
tion. We found that nearly the same estimates for bfil were
obtained in both directions, but the data obtained from the verti-
cal direction (indicated as y in the above equation) were less
noisy and so we computed bfil using only the y-component of
the drag data. (As H involves a ratio of drag coefficients, there
is no need to make drag coefficients dimensionless.)

Each point in Figure 1 corresponds to different combina-
tions of filter size, ~vslip and /s, and so this figure can be
thought of a projection of all the results in the plane shown.
Each point in this figure represents the average of a large
number of realizations. It is readily apparent that H varies
over a wide range. H 5 0 corresponds to a homogeneous
microstructure; the larger the value of H, the more inhomo-
geneous the subfilter-scale structure is. The results in this
figure were obtained from a set of 10 simulations, each with
a different domain-average particle volume fraction. The do-
main size and grid resolution used in the simulations are
summarized in the figure caption. The solid line in this fig-
ure is an approximate envelope of all these points, hence-
forth referred to as henv ;1 /s

� �
. The broken line represents

a simpler envelope, henv ;2 /s

� �
. Curve-fit expressions for

Figure 2. Correction to the drag coefficient, hHiinf /s

� �
,

obtained by averaging over the filtered slip
velocity for different filter sizes.

The solid line is the correction recommended by Igci

and Sundaresan5 for very large filter sizes. The simula-

tion conditions are as in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Scatter plot of the correction to the drag
coefficient (H).

The solid line stands for an approximate envelop of all

data henv ;1 /s

� �
. The broken line stands for a simpler

envelop, henv;2 /s

� �
. The simulations were carried out

for domain-average solid volume fractions of 0.05, 0.10,

0.15, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, and 0.55. The

dimensionless size of the domain 5 131.58 3 131.58. The

grid resolution in all the simulations was 0.257 (i.e., 512

3 512 grids). Each point corresponds to a different

/s; ~Vslip and Df :
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henv ;1 /s

� �
and henv ;2 /s

� �
are presented in Table 2. The top

left and right corners (in Figure 1) where these two enve-
lopes differ are hardly sampled and, therefore, we do not
anticipate a meaningful difference in the results obtained in
filtered model simulations with these two different expres-
sions. In our discussion below and in the figures that follow,
we only present henv ;1 /s

� �
to illustrate that there is an enve-

lope, and it is understood that we could have shown
henv ;2 /s

� �
instead. It will become clear in the discussion

below that H5H /s; ~vslip ;Df

� �
; here Df 5

gDfil

v2
t

is the di-
mensionless filter size and Dfil is the dimensional filter size.

Figure 2 is obtained by averaging the results obtained at
various slip velocities (by properly weighting them with their
respective probabilities of occurrence). Such collapsed data,
henceforth referred to as hHi /s;Df

� �
, are precisely what

Igci and Sundaresan5 reported. Also shown in this figure is
the hHiinf /s

� �
reported by Igci and Sundaresan5 for very

large filter sizes. We are able to reproduce the earlier results,
and so the trends discussed below represent additional
insights gained in this study.

Figure 3 presents the value of H as a function of /s for a
specific value of ~vslip and three different filter sizes, Df .
These represent a small subset of the results presented in
Figure 1. The envelope henv ;1 /s

� �
is also included in this

figure. It is readily apparent that H manifests a definitive
trend with respect to the particle volume fraction for each
filter size. (For the gas-particle system listed in Table 1,
Df 52:056 corresponds Dfil 51cm , which is �133 dp.). As
the filter size increases, the value of H increases, but it is
clear that this change becomes less pronounced as the filter
size increases.

Figures 4a, b show the influence of grid resolution on the
value of H for two different filter sizes. In each of these fig-
ures, the results obtained at three different grid resolutions
are presented for three different values of ~vslip. It is clear
that the results do manifest noticeable grid dependence. The
grid size dependence becomes weaker as the filtered gas-par-
ticle slip velocity and filter size increase. In any case, it is
clear that it would be desirable to obtain better estimates of
the values of H by extrapolating results of the type shown in
this figure to infinite grid resolution. Constitutive models for

H generated through such extrapolation will be presented
later, but for now, we will present the results obtained at the
highest resolution used in our study and illustrate the trends.

Figure 5a presents the variation of H with /s for
Df 58:224 and at several different ~Vslip along with
henv ;1 /s

� �
. The nearly linear variation of H with /s is read-

ily apparent at each ~vslip . At low slip velocities, the value of
H is essentially zero at low /s (the data are not shown for
the sake of clarity), but deviates from zero at higher /s. As
an example, for ~Vslip 50:24, H is nearly zero for /s below
0.2 and it increases linearly with after that. As the slip ve-
locity increases, the data (and the corresponding lines) shift
upward. Above some threshold value of slip velocity, the
H 5 0 plateau at low /s disappears, with the lines now start-
ing on the left side of the envelope (e.g., see the results for
~Vslip 50:8). At high /s, these lines terminate on the enve-
lope. At very low and very high /s, the results become noisy
(and hence are not shown, to keep the figure from getting
too crowded), but they straddle the lines shown in this fig-
ure; so, these lines are indeed reasonable approximations.

Figure 3. Correction to the drag coefficient (H) is plot-
ted as a function of /s for ~Vslip 50:6 and three
different filter sizes (indicated in the figure).

Also shown is the envelope henv ;1 /s

� �
. The simulation

conditions are as in Figure 1.

Figure 4. Correction to the drag coefficient (H) is plot-
ted as a function of /s for three different fil-
tered slip velocities, and two different
dimensionless filter sizes: 8.224 (a), 24.672
(b).

The dimensionless filtered slip velocities are 0.44 (w, ,

�), 1.60 (�, , �), and 4.80 (D, , ~). The simulation

conditions except for the grid resolution, which is now

varied, are as in Figure 1. The grid resolutions are 0.257

(black symbols), 0.514 (white symbols), and 1.028 (gray

symbols).
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Similar results are obtained for other filter sizes as well, and
this is illustrated in Figure 5b corresponding to a larger filter
size.

After ascertaining that the dependence of H on /s,
~Vslip ,

and Df is robust, closure for H was formulated by perform-
ing simulations at three different grid resolutions (as illus-
trated in Figures 4a, b), extrapolating the results to infinite
resolution and then correlating the extrapolated results via
simple analytical expressions. The resulting closure for H is
summarized in Appendix A for several different dimension-
less filter sizes. We have not sought to combine all these
into a more compact form by explicitly correlating the filter
size dependence of the coefficients. In Table 2, we have
summarized the closure proposed for H for large filter sizes.
In our 2-D simulations, H was found to become essentially
independent of filter size for Df >� 25. Igci and Sundare-
san5 found that hHiinf extracted from 2-D and 3-D simula-
tions were essentially the same and that hHi became
independent of Df at smaller filter sizes in their 3-D calcula-
tions than in 2-D. Therefore, we anticipate that for 3-D sim-
ulations of most industrial-scale devices where the grid sizes
tend to be large, an asymptotic limit should suffice and that
the expressions in Table 2 should be reasonable first approxi-
mations, even though they were generated via 2-D simula-
tions. (Strictly speaking, this remains to be verified by

repeating this study in 3-D, but these are beyond our current
resources.)

The variation of H manifested in Figures 2–5 deserves
some discussion. First, the increase in H with Df is entirely
consistent with previous studies; the larger the filter size (at
given /s and ~Vslip ), the more inhomogeneous the subfilter-
scale structure is. Second, we now find that at given filter
size and /s, an increase in slip velocity leads to an increase
in H, which is equivalent to a decrease in the filtered drag
coefficient; at first, this appears to be counterintuitive, as in
every drag coefficient correlation an increase in slip velocity
increases the Reynolds number and increases the drag coeffi-
cient (e.g., see the widely used Wen–Yu7 correlation). This
result implies that the origin of the slip velocity dependence
seen in Figures 3–5 is not inertial. We argue that the
observed result is a consequence of the extent of subfilter-
scale inhomogeneity; the larger the slip velocity, the greater
the degree of segregation between the particles and the gas
is and, hence, the lower the drag coefficient. In other words,
the slip velocity (as a second marker) classifies the subfilter-
scale structures into varying degrees of inhomogeneity.
Third, at given slip velocity and filter size, H increases with
/s for most of the volume fraction range (except at nearly
packed bed conditions). At very low slip velocities, little
inhomogeneity develops at low /s and H is virtually zero;
the same level of slip velocity destabilizes the nearly homo-
geneous subfilter-scale structure at particle volume fractions
above some threshold value. This threshold /s decreases
with increasing slip velocity, and above some critical value
of slip velocity, inhomogeneous microstructure forms at all
/s values.

Although a wide range of particle volume fractions and
slip velocities are captured in the statistical results presented
in Figures 3–5, the region in the /s ; ~Vslip

� �
space where

most of the samples lie is clustered around the mean values:
h~Vslip i5f /s ;Df

� �
. This is illustrated in the form of a gray-

scale plot in Figure 6 for a specific filter size, where we
present the probability distribution function of ~Vslip as a
function of /s; also shown are h~Vslip i. The mean slip veloc-
ity increases with /s at first, indicating the formation of
larger clusters; it then decreases with increasing /s, indica-
tive of interaction between the clusters. At much larger /s

values, clusters give ways to bubbles, which become less
and less prevalent as /s increases. The shape of the curves
in Figure 2 can now be understood. The initial increase in
hHi (at low /s) comes from the initial increase in mean slip
velocity. Subsequent gradual decline in hHi with increasing
/s comes from the decrease in mean slip velocity; hHi
declines only gradually with /s at intermediate values of /s;
as the variation of H with ~Vslip is small at large ~Vslip values
(see Figures 5a, b). At high /s, most of the samples occur at
low slip velocities, and this is reflected by a rapid decrease
in hHi (see Figure 6).

Filtered pressures and viscosities

The formation of clusters, streamers, and bubbles in fluid-
ized suspensions stems from a gravity-driven instability; so,
the intensity of velocity fluctuations can be expected to scale
as v2

t , and the characteristic length will correspondingly scale
as v2

t =g. For this reason, in our earlier studies, these scales
were used to nondimensionalize the mesoscale normal
stresses and viscosity (e.g., see Agrawal et al.1). In this
study, based on our experience with the filtered drag

Figure 5. Correction to the drag coefficient (H) is plot-
ted as a function of /s for several filtered slip
velocities, and two different dimensionless
filter sizes: 8.224 (a) and 24.672 (b).

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1.
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coefficient discussed above, we first examined if the filtered
slip velocity could serve as a second marker for the meso-
scale pressures and viscosities; but, no systematic depend-
ence of the mesoscale stresses on the filter slip velocity
could be identified. However, we found that the scalar shear
rates Si; i5s; g were indeed viable second markers for the
mesoscale stresses in the two phases. (We also examined if
the scalar shear rates could be used as a second marker for
the filtered drag coefficient, but without success.) Specifi-
cally, we found that D2

f S2
i captured the intensity of velocity

fluctuations equally well or better when compared to v2
t .

With this in mind, we advance in this study constitutive
models for the mesoscale stresses based on D2

f S2
i , which is

structurally identical to that of the well-known Smagorin-
sky17 models for single-phase turbulent flows.

In our simulations, most of the contributions to the scalar
shear rate (defined in Eq. 10) came from the deviatoric terms

in S i. We simply write S i5S i /s ;Df

� �
, as we could not iden-

tify a systematic dependence of the scalar shear rates on any
second marker; for example, Figure 7 shows that the filtered
slip velocity is not a useful second marker. The same holds
for all the quantities described below. (In other words, we
found a useful second marker only for the fluid-particle drag
coefficient.)

Figures 8a, b show the filtered scalar shear rate of the par-
ticle and gas phases, respectively. The influence of grid reso-
lution is illustrated for Df 58:224 in these figures. Unlike the
fluid-particle drag coefficient, grid size dependence of quan-
tities related to filtered stress were found to be much weaker;
therefore, we have simply used the results obtained from the
simulations at the highest resolution in our analysis below.
Both gas and particle-phase scalar shear rates decrease with
increasing particle volume fraction; the data at very low /s

tend to be more scattered and are not shown. In this specific

Table 2. H5H /s; ~Vslip

� �
Applicable to Large Filter Sizes

H5Min henv ;1 or henv ;2; hlin

� �

henv ;1 5

0:5643 11/s

� �
/s

� �0:15

0:5766 /s

� �0:3
1 0:1997

for /s � 0:10

0:8428 1 0:6393 /s

� �
2 0:6743 /s

� �2
for 0:10 < /s � 0:54

0:4099 0:652/s

� �0:25

/s

� �20:25
2 0:9281

for 0:54 < /s � 0:65

0 for /s > 0:65

8>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

henv ;2 5 0:8428 1 0:6393 /s

� �
2 0:6743 /s

� �2
for 0 � /ss � 0:65

hlin 5
finf � h1 for h1 > 0

0 for h1 < 0

(

finf 50:882 2:145 2
7:8 ~V slipð Þ 1:8

7:746 ~Vslipð Þ 1:8
1 0:5586

	 


h1 5
1:6 ~V slip 1 4

7:9 ~Vslip 1 0:08

� �
/s 1 0:9394 2 0:22

0:6 ~V slip 1 0:01

� �

Note: finf accounts for the extrapolation to infinite grid resolution.

Figure 6. Grayscale plot of the probability distribution of
the filtered slip velocity as a function of /s.

Also shown are the mean filtered slip velocity (�) values

at several different /s values. Dimensionless filter

size 5 24.672. The simulation conditions are as in Figure

1.

Figure 7. Dimensionless filtered scalar shear rates of
gas and particle phases are plotted against
/s.

Dimensionless filter size 5 8.224. The simulation condi-

tions are as in Figure 1. Results are shown for several

different filtered slip velocities. The legends apply for

both filled and unfilled symbols.
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problem, in the limit /s ! 0, the fluctuations will disappear
and we should recover fluid statics. Therefore, it seems rea-
sonable to anticipate that both scalar shear rates should go to
zero as /s ! 0; however, the peak in the scalar shear rates
appears to be at /s below the range shown in these figures.
Over the range of /s values shown in these figures, the
(dimensionless) scalar shear rates could be captured
adequately as

Ss

/s

� �21
4D

25
7

f

� 1;
Sg

2 /s

� �21
6D

24
5

f

� 1 (14)

The quantities on the left hand side, henceforth referred to
as scaled scalar shear rate, are presented in Figures 9a, b,
respectively.

Figures 10a, b present the variation of P̂s;fil and l̂s;fil with
/s for various filter sizes, respectively. Similar figures can
be found in Igci et al.3 as well. P̂s;fil manifests some grid
size dependence, and so if one sets out to write a model for
it in terms of /s and Df , extrapolation to infinite resolution
appears warranted. However, we found that an alternate
model in terms of Ss ;/s and Df showed much less grid size
dependence and so we simply retain the results obtained in
the highest resolution simulations.

Figures 11a, b present variation of P̂g;fil and l̂g;fil with /s

for various filter sizes, respectively. The large difference in
the typical magnitudes shown in Figures 10a and 11a stem
from the differences in the densities of the two phases; fur-
thermore, their /s dependence is qualitatively different. The
same is true for the viscosities as well—compare Figures
10b and 11b. The data shown in Figures 10 and 11 manifest
smooth trends for modest filter sizes, but become somewhat
irregular for larger filter sizes; this is attributed to compara-
tively poorer statistics. It can readily be concluded from the
typical magnitudes of the filtered viscosities of the gas and
particle phases that the filtered deviatoric stress in the gas
phase plays a much weaker role than that in the particle
phase.

Drawing inspiration from single-phase turbulence litera-
ture,12,17 we examined the suitability of a different constitu-
tive model for the filtered viscosities, which in
dimensionless form can be written as

l̂s;fil 5Cvisc ;s D
2
f Ss ; l̂g;fil 5Cvisc ;g

qg

qs

D2
f Sg (15)

It is readily apparent from Figures 12a, b that such
models work well for the subfilter-scale viscosities. For the
range of conditions presented, Cvisc ; s 5 0:105 /s and
Cvisc ; g 5 0:1720:275 /s capture the data for several different
filter sizes reasonably well. In these plots, the results
obtained with grids that are twice as long in each direction
collapsed almost exactly over the data presented. This con-
firms that the grid size dependence seen in Figures 10 and

Figure 8. Dimensionless filtered scalar shear rate is
plotted against /s for four different dimen-
sionless filter sizes for both phases: solid (a)
and gas (b).

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1 for the

points denoted by gray symbols. The open symbols (�)

correspond to a coarser grid (with a resolution of 0.514)

and a dimensionless filter size of 8.224.

Figure 9. Scaled filtered scalar shear rate as a function
of /s, for both phases: solid (a) and gas (b).

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1. Results are

shown for several different filter sizes.
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11 can be attributed to the grid size dependence of the esti-
mated values of the scalar shear rates.

It was found that P̂s;fil and P̂g;fil could also be modeled in
terms of the shear rates, but with slightly different depend-
ence on the dimensionless filter size

P̂s;fil 5Cpress ;s D
16=

7

f Ss
2
; P̂g;fil 5Cpress ;g

qg

qs

D
16=

7

f Sg
2

(16)

Figures 13a, b demonstrate that these models work
reasonably well with Cpress ; s 5 0:17 /s and
Cpress ;g 5 0:27520:44 /s.

One can readily ascertain the correspondence between the
new constitutive models proposed here and those suggested
by Igci and Sundaresan.5 On combining Eqs. 14–16, we find
that P̂s;fil � D

6
7=

f and l̂s;fil � D
9

7=
f , and these exponents are

very close to those reported by Igci and Sundaresan.5 The
simpler models proposed by Igci and Sundaresan5 postulate
that the subfilter-scale corrections to the dimensionless pres-
sure and viscosity (for a given filter size) depend only on /s

(which is a dynamically evolving quantity in the simulation
of the filtered model with a specific filter size), whereas the
present model allows these quantities to vary with both /s

and Si ; i5s; g (two dynamically evolving quantities). As in

the case of the filtered fluid-particle drag coefficient, the new
expressions, therefore, permit a better classification of the
relation between subfilter-scale corrections and the filtered
fields; this could improve the accuracy of the predictions
afforded by the filtered model.

Before we close our discussion, it should be noted that all
of our highly resolved simulations, which formed the basis
for our filtered constitutive models, were done in periodic
domains. As every point in a periodic domain is statistically
equivalent to every other point, we could gather efficiently a
large amount of statistics needed for filtered constitutive
model development. Igci and Sundaresan4 performed a series
of highly resolved simulations in the presence of bounding
walls, which were computationally more expensive, and
found the following

1. In the core region (away from the walls), the filtered
model developed using periodic boundary conditions
worked very well.

2. In the vicinity of bounding walls, corrections had to be
introduced to the filtered constitutive models.

As a result, we chose to begin our search for improved fil-
tered constitutive models first with periodic domains and
then examine in future studies if they need to be refined in

Figure 10. Dependence of the effective solid-phase
pressure (a) and viscosity (b) arising from
subfilter-scale fluctuations on /s for vari-
ous filter sizes.

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1 for the

points denoted by gray symbols. The open symbols

(�) correspond to a coarser grid (with a resolution of

0.514) and a dimensionless filter size of 8.224.

Figure 11. Dependence of the effective gas-phase
pressure (a) and viscosity (b) arising from
subfilter-scale fluctuations on /s for vari-
ous filter sizes.

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1 for the

points denoted by gray symbols. The open symbols

(�) correspond to a coarser grid (with a resolution of

0.514) and a dimensionless filter size of 8.224.
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the vicinity of boundaries. Strictly speaking, the models pre-
sented in this manuscript may very well need wall correc-
tions, just as the previous-generation model did. However,
we suspect that the need for wall correction to the drag coef-
ficient in the new model proposed here will be less pro-
nounced, as it includes one additional subfilter-scale
quantity, namely, the filtered slip velocity. Filtered slip
velocities in the wall region extracted from highly resolved
simulations of wall-bounded flow were found by Igci and
Sundaresan4 to be larger than those in the core (at compara-
ble filtered particle fractions); to account for it, they needed
to lower in an empirical manner the filtered drag coefficient
near the wall (when compared to the expression used in the
core region). With the present model, however, a larger slip
velocity (say, in the vicinity of the wall) will automatically
lead to a lower drag coefficient! Thus, we suspect that the
new model may not need further empirical wall correction;
however, this is only a speculation at the present time and
further studies are needed to verify it.

The new constitutive relations for the stresses take the
form of Smagorinsky17 subgrid model for turbulent stresses.
Dynamic subgrid models based on test filters and the Sma-
gorinsky subgrid model for turbulent stresses have been suc-
cessfully applied in single-phase turbulent flows18 and its use

for two-phase flows has been discussed by Parmentier et al.8

The need for wall correction is mitigated by the use of such
dynamic models; we see this as an attractive way of pro-
ceeding in the future and sidestepping the need to introduce
wall corrections for the stresses.

Summary

Gas-particle flows in turbulent and circulating fluidized
beds involve persistent fluctuations over a wide range of
length and time scales. Resolving all these fluctuations in
simulations is not practical. Filtered models that can be
solved to capture the coarser flow structures are more useful,
but they require constitutive models to account for the influ-
ence of subfilter-scale fluctuations. Such constitutive models
are beginning to emerge in the literature.

In this study, we have carried out a large number of
highly resolved simulations of a kinetic theory-based TFM
in 2-D periodic domains and systematically filtered the data.
Specifically, we examined several possible markers that can
be used to classify the inhomogeneous subfilter-scale struc-
tures that can occur. It is demonstrated that the correction to
the drag coefficient should depend not only on the filter size
and filtered particle volume fraction, but also on the filtered
slip velocity. The filtered drag coefficient decreases with
increasing slip velocity, which rules out inertial correction as
the explanation for the slip-velocity dependence; it is argued
that as the slip velocity increases, the subfilter-scale structure

Figure 12. Effective viscosity coefficient is plotted
against /s for the two phases: solid (a) and
gas (b).

Results are presented for several different filter sizes.

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1 for the

points denoted by gray symbols. The open symbols

(3) correspond to a coarser grid (with a resolution of

0.514) and a dimensionless filter size of 8.224.

Figure 13. Effective pressure coefficient is plotted
against /s for the two phases: solid (a) and
gas (b).

Results are presented for several different filter sizes.

The simulation conditions are as in Figure 1.
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becomes more and more inhomogeneous. For large filter
sizes, the correction to the drag coefficient appears to
become independent of the filter size. A model for this as-
ymptotic correction, which is only a function of the particle
volume fraction and dimensionless slip velocity is presented.
For most simulations of industrial-scale devices where the
grid sizes tend to be large, this asymptotic limit should
suffice.

The corrections to the pressure and viscosity (of each
phase) arising from the subfilter-scale fluctuations are now
expressed in terms of the filter size, filtered particle volume
fraction, and the filtered (i.e., resolved) scalar shear rates;
the forms of these new models are reminiscent of the classi-
cal Smagorinsky17 models in single-phase turbulent flows.
Dynamic models via test filter approach, widely used in
large-eddy simulations of single-phase turbulent flows18 and
adapted to the gas-particle flow problems by Parmentier
et al.,8 can readily be designed for these models, and may
yield further improvements in the predictions of the filtered
models.
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Appendix

Here, we summarize expressions for the correction H =
H /s; ~Vslip;Df

� �
for several different dimensionless filter

sizes. As discussed in the main text, these results were
generated by performing simulations at three different grid
resolutions and extrapolating them to infinite grid resolu-
tion (using a Richardson extrapolation following the work
of Holloway and Sundaresan19)

H5Min henv ;1 or henv ;2; hlin

� �
The expressions for henv ;1 and henv ;2 can be found in Ta-

ble 2

hlin 5
fext � h1 for h1 > 0

0 for h1 < 0

(

The extrapolation to infinite resolution is captured by

fext 5
3:494

118 Df

� � 0:4
10:882

 !
finf

where finf can be found in Table 2. The function h1 for
various filter sizes are summarized below

For Df 51:028

h15 1:07610:12 ~Vslip 2
0:02

~Vslip 10:01

 !

/s1 0:08410:09 ~Vslip 2
0:01

0:1 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

For Df 52:056

h15 1:26820:2 ~Vslip 1
0:14

~Vslip 10:01

 !

/s1 0:38510:09 ~Vslip 2
0:05

0:2 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

For Df 54:112

h15
0:018 ~Vslip 10:1

0:14 ~Vslip 10:01

 !
/s1 0:94542

0:09

0:2 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

For Df 58:224

h15
0:05 ~Vslip 10:3

0:4 ~Vslip 10:06

 !
/s1 0:94662

0:05

0:11 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

For Df 512:336

h15
1:3 ~Vslip 12:2

5:2 ~Vslip 10:07

 !
/s1 0:93632

0:11

0:3 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

For Df 516:448

h15
2:6 ~Vslip 14

10 ~Vslip 10:08

 !
/s1 0:9262

0:17

0:5 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

For Df 520:560

h15
2:5 ~Vslip 14

10 ~Vslip 10:08

 !
/s1 0:92612

0:17

0:5 ~Vslip 10:01

 !

Notation

Cpress = effective pressure coefficient
Cvisc = effective viscosity coefficient

d = particle diameter, m
ep = coefficient of restitution

g; g = acceleration due to gravity, m/s2

henv = envelop of all H points
H = correction factor for the fluid - particle drag coefficient
hHi = correction factor H collapsed over different values of slip

velocity
hHiinf = correction factor H colpased over different slip velocities for

very large filters
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I = unit tensor
pi;fil = contribution to the filtered phase pressure arising from sub-fil-

ter scale fluctuations kg/m s2

pi = filtered phase pressure kg/m s2

P̂i;fil = dimensionless equivalent of pi;fil

p0g = fluctuation in gas phase pressure kg/m s2

si = filtered rate of deformation of phase i S21

Si = dimensionless equivalent of si

vi = local-averaged velocity of phase i in the microscopic two fluid
model, m/s

viy = local-averaged velocity of phase i in the vertical direction, m/s
~v i = Favre-averaged velocity of phase i in the vertical direction, m/

s
~v i = Favre-averaged velocity of phase i, m/s
~V i = dimensionless Favre-averaged velocity of phase i
v0i = fluctuation in velocity of phase i m/s

~vslip = dimensionless Favre - averaged slip velocity, m/s
vt = terminal settling velocity, m/s

Greek letters
bmicro = drag coefficient in the microscopic two - fluid model, kg/m3 s

bfil = filtered drag coefficient, kg/m3 s
/i = phase volume fraction
/ i = filtered phase volume fraction
/0i = fluctuation in phase volume fraction
qi = phase density, kg/m3

Df = dimensionless filter size
Dfill = dimensional filter size
ri = stress tensor in the microscopic two - fluid model, kg/m s2

r i = filtered stress tensor, kg/m s2

r0i = fluctuation in stress tensor, kg/m s2X
i;fil

= contribution to the filtered phase stress arising from sub-filter
scale fluctuations, kg/m s2

li;fill = filtered phase viscosity, kg/m s
l̂i;fil = effective dimensionless phase viscosity

Subscripts
env = envelope

g = gas phase
i = gas or solid phase

fil = filtered
micro = microscopic

s = solid phase
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